
IMPORTANT LINKS

BOOST TOKENS

Whitepaper
https://rex.io/paper

Litepaper
https:rex.io/downloads/REX_Magazine_Issue_01_EN.pdf

TREX
Staking: 25% more SHARES when
creating a stake
Auctions: 100% higher limit on BUSD
sent to auction

1.

2.

HOW TO BUY

TOKEN ADDRESSES 

REX
G u i d e  
H e l p f u l  I n f o

AUCTIONS
Connect your wallet to REX.IO and submit BUSD to the daily auctions via the Auction tab. 
 Each auction day ends at 18:00 London time.  The amount of REX you will be able to claim
at the end of the auction day is determined by your percentage of the total BUSD
submitted to the auction that day AND by the number of tokens available for that auction
day.  As a simple example, if there were 10,000 tokens available for the auction that day
and you submitted of 100 BUSD of the total 1000 BUSD submitted that day, you will
receive 10% of the 10,000 tokens that were available (1000 Total BUSD / 100 BUSD that
you submitted = 10%.  10,000 total tokens * 10% = 1000 tokens.)

PancakeSwap
Go to https://pancakeswap.finance/swap and swap BUSD for REX (XRX).  The REX (XRX)
token address is listed at the bottom of this page.  Set slippage to 0.5.

REX (XRX)
0xb25583E5e2dB32b7FCbffe3f5e8E305C36157E54

MREX
0x76837D56D1105bb493CDDbEFeDDf136e7c34f0c4

TREX
0xA4d97197d7c2FaDf1C8e2226d03AAD8Ac1583b9C

Main Website
https://rex.io

Stake DEX
Starting on REX Day 111, you will be able to purchase stakes on https://app.rex.io/dex.

Linktree
https://linktr.ee/rextoken

REX TOKEN SUPPLY FOR AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS
On auction day 1 there will be 200,000,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 2, there will be 140,000,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 3, there will be 90,000,000 REX in the auction.
After day 3, the daily amount decreases by 130,000 REX every day.
On auction day 4, there will be 89,870,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 5, there will be 89,740,000 REX in the auction.
...
On auction day 220, there will be 61,790,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 221, there will be 61,660,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 222, there will only be 53,230,000 REX in the auction.

In total, 17,000,000,000 REX are claimable/mintable from REX daily auctions.

More info about the token supply can be found here:  https://rex.io/paper#sec-3-2

REX (XRX) Pricechart
https://www.dextools.io/app/bnb/pair-
explorer/0x207b298f4e08facb491f13e8335969e12c
912d3e

MREX

Referral rewards: Earn up to 5% of the
BUSD sent to auction by a referee (1%
per MREX). This reward is issued at the
time the BUSD is sent by the referee in
to auction.
Auctions: Earn bonus of up to 10%
more REX from auctions (2% per MREX)
Native STAKE DEX: No buyer fee (2%
of the stake’s price) when holding
MREX

An address holding between 1 to 5 MREX
gets:

1.

2.

3.

SELLING TREX
You will be able to sell your airdropped
TREX once there is enough liquidity.  Once
there is enough liquidity, the "Sell 1 TREX"
button will be enabled.  If it is grayed out,
there is not enough liquidity.  Liquidity is
added as people buy TREX.

INFLATION RATE
The allocated supply of REX (circulating +
staked REX) inflates at a constant rate of
12.9% per year. 

https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-2
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-9
https://rex.io/paper#sec-3-2-4

